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(S. Enright/T. Kiely)

Saved a crumb from a falling star
I felt it burn burn burn
Never thought I'd have so come this far
I would fain lie to learn

I said I'd start the system
It's time I start the system

No world yet to see the setting sun
No brief evolution
I've been sent as the chosen one
The chosen solution

I said I'd start the System
It's time I start the System

Can you feel it when it comes now?

Spark lit up and the sky went white
Empyrean glow glow glow
Saw the songs of the satellites
Simply go go go

I though I'd lost the System
I thought I'd cost the mission

They said I couldn't fail
They said He'd make it so
You said you never knew
I said I know know know

I said I'd start the System
I swore I'd start the System

Everything was coming alright. then uh-oh
Coulda shown my father my fight. but uh-oh
Had to spark up the sun to stay light. then uh oh
Without a fire there's night, and wheres night there's
life.
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And I could feel it in the bones rising up to my head
I could feel it in the screaming of the dawning of the
dead
Yeah I could feel it in the bones rising up to my head
I could feel it in the beaming of the sun twins silent
spread
Yea I can feel it in my bones.

Saw the quickest of the calvary come
I watched them go
I saw the darkness of the night hit the sun
That midnight glow
I went til I could no longer run
and then I'd run some more

Shadows show in a sudden sight and i sea breeze
comin feeling so so slow
Send a message to my world's delight have the King's
men drumming, trumpets blow blow blow
They'll say he's got the system 
I'll prove ive got the system

I finally got the System
Oh yes, I've got the System

The world, the world, the world goes by
The world, the world, the world goes by
And you can't be sure of where you are
The world, the world, the world goes by

I said I've got the System
Oh yes I've got the System

Everything was coming alright. then uh-oh
Coulda shown my father my fight. but uh-oh
Had to spark up the sun to stay light. then uh oh
Without a fire there's night, and wheres night there's
life.

And I could feel it in the bones rising up to my head
I could feel it in the screaming of the dawning of the
dead
Yeah I could feel it in the bones rising up to my head
I could feel it in the beaming of the sun twins silent
spread
Yea I can feel it in my bones
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